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ABSTRACT

I t i s shown t h a t i f a l l mass generat ion through spontaneous

symmetry breaking i s predominantly caused by sca la r loops in the minimal

SU(5) model of grand u n i f i c a t i o n , i t i s poss ib le to have an a r b i t r a r i l y

l a rge gauge hierarchy m >> m with a l l Higgs bosons superheavy. No

fine tuning i s necessary in every order .
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The fact that the quartic self-interaction of scalar fields can cause

spontaneous symmetry breaking in theories that have classical scale invarianee

has only recently been noticed [ l ] , and is consequence for the standard Salam-

Weinberg-Glashow model of electroweak interactions has been pointed out [2] .

In this paper I wish to show that if one starts with a minimal SU(5) model of

grand unification [3] which is scale invariant in the classical limit {tree

approximation), a l l masses are generated primarily by scalar loops (and not

gauge boson loops as in the Coleman-Weinberg approach [h]} and an arbi t rar i ly

large gauge hierarchy m >> m can be arranged and maintained to a l l orders

without fine tuning; only a l l Higgs bosons then become superheavy. This needs

an elucidation. Due to dimensional transmutation certain dimensionless coupling

constants Cor their combinations) are traded for two vacuum expectation values

(VET's) of the scalar mll t ip le ts , and these VEV's therefore remain as the

arbitrary and independent parameters of the theory. They are not determined, as

in the conventional Higgs theory, in terms of input masses and Coupling constants

of the tree level potential which have to be fixed to produce the desired

hierarchy at that level but which need fine tuning In every order to maintain this
*)hierarchy [6]. Rather a l l masses are seneratefl "by quantum fluctuations

(predominantly scalar loops) and are determined in terms of these two VeV's. I t is

this feature which liberates classically scale invariant theories of the type

under consideration from the constraints of fine tunimg. In other words, as

long as some symmetry prevents the light and heavy gauge bosons from mixing, their

mass hierarchy i s delinked from the hierarchy of Higgs boson masses; i t is there-

fore possible to have an arbi trar i ly large gauge mass hierarchy while allowing

all . Higgs bosons to become superheavy. Further, once the desired hierarchy is

arranged for the gauge bosons in the one-loop approximation, no retuning is

necessary in higher orders. The discovery of a single Higgs boson at relatively

low energies will then indicate that nature does not make use of scalar loops tcr-/

spontaneous symmetry breaking; a theoretically possible mechanism will have been

ruled out.

*) In the Coleman-Weinberg approach one needs to prearrange the coupling

constants to ensure that the tree level potential has a zero in the desired

direction, and then make sure that the radiative corrections are also in the

same direction. Tor example, see Ref.[5]- No such tuning Is necessary in the

present approach.



In the one-loop approximation the effective potential of the scalar

multiplets of the minimal SU(5) theory is given by

(la)

where the scalar multiplet $ transforms as the adjoint 2k dimensional representation

and H as the fundamental 5-dimensional representation of SU(5),

Clb)

with *j, a Lagrange multiplet field [7],

where [5]

w, =

(lc)

(Id)

are the scalar mass matrices, V is the gauge loop contribution (proportional
to g ) and

+ ^
tie)

where the dots in (le) represent contributions from logarithmically divergent
terms and the corresponding coupling constant renormalization counterterms; the
numerical coefficients n. and n of the quadratically divergent terms need
not be explicitly calculated for our purpose. We assume that al l the coupling
constants X.— 0(g ) (at the appropriate mass scale) so that (V +V ) dominates

and V is a correction [2]. The mass counterterms B, and Eu can 'be determined
S 9 n

by imposing the renormalization conditions [1,2]

Ob)

where fi-fi) is a function of the loop expansion parameter that is defined to

vanish in the tree approximation (f(0) = 0, f(l) = l ) , guaranteeing a massless

theory in the classical limit, and the factor b and b can be determined by

requiring the broken symmetric solutions to be reliable in perturbation theory

One obtains

BH

(3a)

(3b)

In order to determine the minimum of V, one then sets

Now 317/3$^ contains terms proportional to
and 3V /3H. terms proportional to X In W . Thus, unless

In W , In and In

(5a)

= -f
(2a)

- 3 -

the logarithms In W and In W would become arbi trar i ly large for arbi t rar i ly

small X., X and X , taking the broKen-symmetric solutions well beyond the

) For further de ta i l s , see Ref.[2].
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domain of validity of perturbation theory . The Eqs.(5) therefore ensure

' rel iable1 brofcen-symmetric solutions. Notice from Eqs.{ 2 and (5) that the

minimum of the classical potential at the origin has turned into a maximum of

the quantized theory provided ^ . i ^ ' . ^ * ° which we assume.

We wil l also assume that the coupling constants X̂  l i e in such a range

that the desired symmetry breaking pattern (namely, SU(5)—*SU(3) ©SU(2)

emerges [8], We must therefore have

of v and v . The gauge boson masses are given as usual by

The quantity b . will now depend on the index i of $. One can then compute

the masses of the left-over Higgs t>osons in terms of the two arbitrary and

independent VEV's v and v which replace (X + 2X£) and X̂  respectively

The order of magnitude results are (to lowest order in )and the

+ 1 ^ .

where we have put a l l X 2lO(g ) . Notice that in conventional Higgs theory the
left-hand sides would be input masses of the tree level potential (Eqs.(U.5 )
and (l t . l l1) of Ref.{8] refer) ; here on the contrary they are determined in terms

w = _L

(8b)

Since X, Y do not mix with W, 1, i t is possible to arrange m > > nu by choosing

v » v and maintain this to a l l orders without further tuning. But then

Eqs,{7) predict that a l l Higgs bosons (including H~, the one left over after

SU(2)<x)U(l)^U(l) ) become superheavy.

It is possible to compute the effect of a superheavy H (e.g.
m — 10 GeV) on gauge boson masses [9] ; i t s contributions to the W
and Z masses are found to be of the order of 0.7% and 355 respectively.
The ratio t = m An cos 9 should therefore receive a small contribution of
order 0.2 % in addition to the contribution from heavy fermions. I t should be
possible to measure such effects with refined experiments . A superheavy H,.
should also imply a very strong Higgs-lepton coupling [10].

Since the couplings X.££O(g ), the contributions of gauge boson loops
1 2

to Higgs boson masses will be smaller by a factor of g compared to the leading

terms (Eq.(T)}. Since there is no longer any need to arrange unnatural

cancellations to keep certain Higgs masses small, ans since the light and heavy

gauge bosons do not mix, these corrections [6] are innocuous.

In conclusion, I should like to state clearly that the more fundamental

problem of how such a large hierarchy arises in the first instance remains

unanswered.

•) The 0(X2,X^) and O(X^) terms can be fixed by requiring Eqs.(U)to be satisfied

identically. For details of a simpler model, see Eef.[2].

••) The details of this dimensional transmutation will be reported elsewhere.

For a similar calculation in a simpler model, see Kef.[2].
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